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Mechanical contractor MacDonald-Miller Facility Solutions Inc. has established an office in Spokane, its second in the Inland Northwest. Based in Seattle, MacDonald-Miller provides energy efficient ...
MacDonald-Miller expands into Spokane market
Seattle Mayor Jenny Durkan and King County Executive Dow Constantine were onsite Thursday to celebrate the new development. “As a city we must do all we can to invest in innovative solutions ...
Seattle tech co. breaks ground on world’s first ‘net zero energy’ high-rise apartment building
Another successful year of senior capstone projects and Projects Day is on the books, made even more notable for being completed almost entirely remotely due to COVID-19.
Projects Day Goes Virtual
SECO Development has been recognized as one of the most successful mixed-use development companies in the Seattle and Puget ... of Hermanson’s Owner Direct Solutions team, Jacob Besagno oversees ...
SEATTLE’S GREAT OFFICE REOPENING
Nexii Building Solutions, a green construction technology company, has named Honeywell as the exclusive building technologies supplier for new buildings; the strategic alliance will help Nexii ...
Honeywell Teams with Nexii to Help Builders Save on Construction, Energy Costs
Investor optimism about the tech industry—driven by rapid digitization and continuing adoption of hybrid work structures—should boost companies in the sector to substantial growth in the coming months ...
3 Tech Stocks Wall Street Analysts Think Will Surge 35% or More
But when the coronavirus-induced lockdown took hold in 2020 and business dried up at the mechanical repair shop ... Read it here. The Seattle Times does not append comment threads to stories ...
They didn’t expect to retire early. The pandemic changed their plans.
Thursday marked the groundbreaking for what one Seattle-based company is calling ... with pre-installed electrical wiring, plumbing, and mechanical equipment. The building itself will be ...
Company breaks ground on 'world's most sustainable' apartment building in Seattle
Mark approval for two of its robotic wireless charging systems OC-301 and OC-251. They use the company’s TR-301 high-power transmitter to recharge larger drones, mobile robots, and marine vehicles ...
WiBotic obtains CE mark to commercialize wireless robot charging
MacDonald-Miller Facility Solutions, headquartered in Seattle, specializes in heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems. It also provides mechanical repairs, construction services and ...
MacDonald-Miller Facility Solutions opens Spokane office
Opus Interactive is a hybrid and multicloud solutions provider with a dedicated ... She has a B.S in Mechanical Engineering and M.S. in Sustainable Design, and works to promote sustainability ...
DICE Pacific Northwest
A project that’s been more than a decade in the making is well on its way to wrapping up, as developers at the Ridpath start work on the final two floors of the building. ... Having been a real estate ...
Special Report
every day is an opportunity to seek scientific solutions among the waves. Trent Dillon, a Ph.D. student at the University of Washington in Seattle, will explore location-specific options and ...
ORISE Graduate Fellow: Trent Dillon
However, every day is an opportunity to seek scientific solutions among the waves for ... As a Ph.D. student at the University of Washington in Seattle, Trent Dillon has spent the past four years ...
Next-Gen Researchers Seek Opportunities in the Ocean
ASX-listed minion AML3D will print a 150kg mandrel tool at its Edinburgh Parks facility in South Australia and ship it to Boeing’s Seattle facility ... and tested for its mechanical properties ...
Boeing order lifts SA business AML3D’s prospects
It has also resulted in a backlash from some in the media to reject recycling solutions, calling recycling part of the problem. However, most recycled plastic materials come from two primary sources: ...
Solid growth projected for recycled plastics market
A sleek robotic trimaran retracing the 1620 journey of the famous English vessel had to turn back Friday to fix a mechanical problem ... the Speedwell. The Seattle Times does not append comment ...

Collecting the work of linguists, psychologists, neuroscientists, archaeologists, artificial intelligence researchers and philosophers this volume presents a richly varied picture of the nature and function of mental
states. Starting from questions about the cognitive capacities of the early hominin homo floresiensis, the essays proceed to the role mental representations play in guiding the behaviour of simple organisms and robots,
thence to the question of which features of its environment the human brain represents and the extent to which complex cognitive skills such as language acquisition and comprehension are impaired when the brain lacks
certain important neural structures. Other papers explore topics ranging from nativism to the presumed constancy of categorization across signed and spoken languages, from the formal representation of metaphor, actions
and vague language to philosophical questions about conceptual schemes and colours. Anyone interested in mental states will find much to reward them in this fine volume.
HVAC and refrigeration problems make up about 18% of the mechanical PE exam's breadth module and 100% of the depth module so getting some problem solving practice in this area is a good idea. Topics covered include
principles, fundamentals, equipment and materials, and applications.

This book provides readers with a basic understanding of the principles that underlie real estate development. A brief historical overview and an introduction to basic principles are followed by examples from practice.
Case studies focus on how cities change and respond to the economic, technological, social, and political forces that shape urban development in North America. It is important to have a framework for understanding the
risks and rewards in real estate investing. In measuring return, consideration must be given to both investment appreciation and the cash flow generated over the life of a project. In addition, metrics are presented that
can be useful in assessing the financial feasibility of a real estate development proposal. This book also provides an overview of the forces of supply and demand that gauge the potential market for a new project. In
determining the size of “residual demand”, estimates for population growth, family formation, and new development are important. All development projects fall under the auspices of one or several jurisdictions. Though
every jurisdiction has different rules and procedures, basic knowledge of the planning process is critical to the success of all development projects regardless of location. Furthermore, all projects have a legal
component. Basic issues of land ownership, property rights, property transfer, and land registration are reviewed, all of which need to be considered when a property is sold or purchased. This book also provides a primary
on the design and construction process. In constructing a building, a team of experts is first required to design the architectural, structural, and heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems for a
building. An overview is provided of each building system: wood, concrete, and steel. Critical to a successful real estate development, project management principles for the processes of design, bidding, and construction
are explored, with close attention given to budgeting, scheduling, and resource management. Essential reading for anyone involved in the development of our built environment, this is a must-read introduction for students
and professionals in architecture, urban planning, engineering or real estate seeking an approachable and broad view of real estate development and finance.
This volume constitutes an advanced introduction to the field of analysis, modeling and numerical simulation of rigid body mechanical systems with unilateral constraints. The topics include Moreau's sweeping process, the
numerical analysis of nonsmooth multibody systems with friction, the study of energetical restitution coefficients for elasto-plastic models, the study of stability and bifurcation in systems with impacts, and the
development of a multiple impact rule for Newton's cradle and the simple rocking model. Combining pedagogical aspects with innovative approaches, this book will not only be of interest to researchers working actively in
the field, but also to graduate students wishing to get acquainted with this field of research through lectures written at a level also accessible to nonspecialists.

"In Architects of Memory: Information and Rhetoric in a Networked Archival Age, Nathan R. Johnson charts turning points where concepts of memory became durable in new computational technologies and modern memory
infrastructures took hold. He works through both familiar and esoteric memory technologies-from the card catalog to the book cart to Zatocoding and keyword indexing-as he delineates histories of librarianship and
information science and provides a working vocabulary for understanding rhetoric's role in contemporary memory practices. Probes the development of information management after World War II and its consequences for public
memory and human agency"--

The Concrete Solutions series of International Conferences on Concrete Repair began in 2003, with a conference held in St. Malo, France in association with INSA Rennes, followed by the second conference in 2006 ( with
INSA again, at St. Malo, France), and the third conference in 2009 (in Padova and Venice, in association with the University of Padova). Now in 2011, the event is being held in Dresden in Germany and has brought together
some 112 papers from 33 countries. Whereas electrochemical repair tended to dominate the papers in earlier years, new developments in structural strengthening with composites have been an increasingly important topic,
with a quarter of the papers now focusing on this area. New techniques involving Near Surface Mounted (NSM) carbon fibre rods, strain hardening composites, and new techniques involving the well established carbon fibre
and polyimide wrapping and strengthening systems are presented. Seventeen papers concentrate on case studies which are all-important in such conferences, to learn about what works (and what doesn’t work) on real
structures. Thirteen papers are devoted to new developments in Non-Destructive Testing (NDT). Other topics include service life modelling, fire damage, surface protection methods and coatings, patch repair, general repair
techniques and whole life costing. This book is essential reading for anyone engaged in the concrete repair field, from engineers, to academics and students and also to clients, who, as the end user, are ultimately
responsible for funding these projects and making those difficult decisions about which system or method to use.
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